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	Information and fees for tenants
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	Deposit Protection
	Guarantors
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	Tenant Online Account
	Online Payments
	Report and Repair


Find a property to rent




	

Renting Advice  


	Do I need tenant insurance?
	Renters’ Reform Bill: The changes on the way for the rental sector
	How to avoid rental scams when you’re a tenant
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	Buying with Portico
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	Buying at Auction


Find a property to buy
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	How to secure your dream property
	5 top tips to afford your first home
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Selling your Property

We specialise in London property sales.

More about selling with Portico
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	Selling your property
	Sell at auction
	Free instant valuation
	Probate valuation


Get a valuation
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	11 things you might not know about selling a property
	Property sales predictions for 2024
	Top tips to boost the value of your home


View all selling advice Find a Local Expert
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Letting your property

Our experts are always on hand if you're looking to let a home in London. We pride ourselves on providing an innovative service and transparent advice.

More about letting with Portico
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	Premier services
	Buy to let mortgages
	Rent protection for landlords
	Landlord Insurance
	Landlord Online Account
	Smart Investment, powered by GetGround


Free valuation
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	Is now the right time to invest in buy-to-let?
	Do I need landlord insurance?
	What landlords should watch out for in 2024


View all letting advice Find a local expert
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                    People chose to Sell with us
                

            

                    

    





    
    
        
            HOW MUCH IS YOUR PROPERTY REALLY WORTH?

            Getting an accurate valuation is vital when you are selling or letting a property. Our team are experts in the London property market. Get in touch to find out how much your property is worth.

                        book a valuation
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                                        Maintenance

                    
                                        PORTICO HANDYMAN

                    

                                        
                                                Do
you need help with your home repairs? Look no further! Our team of experienced
handy men and women are here to help you with any job, big or small. Contact us
today and find out how we can help you with your home repair needs. We look
forward to hearing from you.
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                                        Offers and rewards

                    
                                        PORTICO PLACES

                    

                                        
                                                We believe the key to providing the best service is taking the time to get to know our customers and their priorities, and then making them our priority. The results speak for themselves.                                            
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                        Sign up for latest offers
                    
                    
                                    

            

        

    






    
    
        
            FIND YOUR LOCAL EXPERT

            Our property experts are always on hand whether you're looking to let, sell, buy, or rent a home in London. We're friendly, approachable and listen to our customers. Providing a knowledge-driven approach and generating results.
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            Finlay Winters has been a real pleasure to deal with. They were able to quickly arrange a viewing for us and ensured that we could move through the referencing process as quickly as possible to meet our personal moving deadline. Being new to London we had hundreds of questions and Finlay was always quick to respond and find the answers. Finlay and Portico was a breath of fresh air from other agencies we had been dealing with!
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            I have had some very bad experiences with real estate agents in the past.
However, my entire experience with Emilly, could not have been further from my past experiences. She was very clear, kind and knowledgeable at all times. I had prompt and timely replies to emails and calls which were always very beneficial. I would recommend portico leyton to others in the future, purely based on how helpful Emily has been!
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            We recently found a property to rent through Tom at Portico Highbury. They were very easy to deal with, and were happy to promptly answer any questions we had. The process was smooth, and we’ve had no issues, so I’d happily recommend them
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            Imdaad and Salil did a wonderful job selling my flat. It had previously been on with a couple of other estate agents, and I was not getting many vifewings. I received just 1 offer after it had been on the market for 5 months. I contacted Imdaad, and he gave me an honest appraisal of my flat. He took the time to really understand why I wanted to sell my property. Once I signed up with Portico, a buyer was found quite quickly, but they pulled out (circumstances that were not in Portico's control). Imdaad and Salil were persistent in finding other people to view the flat. They remained optimistic and dedicated to achieving the successful sale of my property. We finally completed the sale of my flat, and I would not have wanted to use another estate agent! Imdaad and Salil handled the challenges professionally, I would definitely recommend using Portico!
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            Went to view a property with Tom Newman, he was so insightful and listen to exactly what I was looking for!
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            Thanks so much to Tom Newman from Portico.
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                6 hours ago
            

        

    




            

                    

    






    
        Everything you need under one roof

        Portico is uniquely positioned in the property industry. We are London based Estate & Letting agents with friendly, local experts and great links with the our local communities. We also have direct links to mortgage advisors, surveyors, auctioneers and more, we can offer our clients everything under one roof to make processes quicker and smoother.
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                    April 2nd
                    Does a faster broadband speed add value to a property?

                    
                        When it comes to selling your property, it’s made infinitely more bearable knowing that you’re taking steps to ensure you receive the best possible price for your home.
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                    March 26th
                    29 things every first-time buyer needs to know and do!

                    
                        It can take 6-12 months to find the right property, so take your time and do plenty of research – this is one of the most expensive purchases you’ll ever make!
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                    March 25th
                    Right to Rent fines have soared – do you know the changes?

                    
                        Everyone occupying a rented property in England has to be checked to make sure they have the legal right to be in the UK and their immigration status doesn’t disqualify them from renting a property.
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                    March 20th
                    How you can finance different types of property purchase

                    
                        If you’re moving home and have either plenty of equity or savings you can use for a deposit, plus a decent income, it can be straightforward to finance your next purchase via a traditional mortgage.
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                    Hop into Spring: Easter home trends for 2024!

                    
                        Spring is in the air, and with it comes Easter—a time for renewal, rebirth, and, of course, home decor transformations!
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                    March 8th
                    Launching our EmpowerHER Programme on International Women’s Day

                    
                        No fewer than 63% of our staff are female, and we offer some unique benefits to attract women. However, acknowledging that women can still face additional pressures in the workplace, we have implemented several further initiatives as part of a programme named EmpowerHER.
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                    How will the property market be impacted by the Spring Budget?

                    
                        The most significant help for the property market is likely to come from a drop in the rate of inflation, which Chancellor Jeremy Hunt stated is expected to fall to its target of 2%, if not lower, within a matter of months.
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                    Celebrating two years of being carbon neutral!

                    
                        As part of Leaders Romans Group (LRG), we're proud to announce our sustained achievement of carbon neutrality for a second consecutive year.
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                    Do landlords still need to worry about EPC ratings and letting energy efficient homes?

                    
                        The short answer is yes. That’s because when you look at all the bills a tenant has to pay, one of the largest, after their rent, is their utility bills.
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                    Will rents continue to rise?

                    
                        Historically, rents rise in line with wages – often tracking inflation or rising at a slightly lower rate.
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                    February 13th
                    11 things you might not know about selling a property

                    
                        If you’re planning to sell your property, here are some key things to know about the process, from getting the asking price right and choosing the best agent, through to negotiating an offer and getting the sale underway.
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                    Choosing a sustainable lifestyle

                    
                        In an era of increasing environmental awareness, living sustainably has become a pressing need.
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                    February 2nd
                    How to personalise your rental home

                    
                        With an increasing number of people opting to rent properties these days, personalising a temporary living space can help make it feel more like home.
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                    January 23rd
                    5 top tips to afford your first home

                    
                        Before you do anything else, speak to a mortgage broker. A good broker will be able to properly assess your affordability, talk you through all the costs associated with buying and owning a home, and help you understand all the options open to you.
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                    Is now the time to invest in buy-to-let?

                    
                        The short answer to this question is always a yes – if you do your due diligence carefully and make sure it’s the right investment for you.
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                    15 things tenants NEED to know

                    
                        Before you sign a tenancy agreement and move into a property, it’s important to know exactly where you stand legally, and that your new home is going to be affordable and comfortable for however long you plan to live there.
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                    Think Green when you Clean

                    
                        The start of a new year is the perfect time to breathe new life into your home with a thorough clean.
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                    Out with the old, in with the bold: 2024’s hottest colour trends

                    
                        While classic hues remain timeless staples, each new year ushers in trends that speak to society's mindset and values.
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                    What landlords should watch out for in 2024

                    
                        2024 will be a year to watch for landlords, especially those self-managing, as there are likely to be many changes and new announcements which will affect the way landlords operate.
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                    Budget friendly ideas to ring in the New Year

                    
                        As the New Year approaches, many of us are eager to bid farewell to the old and welcome the new with joy and excitement.
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                                                                Find out how much your 
home is worth. Instantly.

                                                                Portico knows the London property market.

                                                                
                            GET AN INSTANT PROPERTY VALUATION
                        
                                        
                        NOT RIGHT NOW
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                            Want an even more accurate valuation?

Portico have been in the property know since 1818. We're here to help.


Click here to get started.
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